Management strategies for acute proximal deep vein thrombosis: a Delphi consensus.
Deep vein thrombosis (DVT) is a leading cause of cardiovascular disease. We tested the hypothesis that there is a consensus regarding the treatment of acute DVT among clinicians experienced in DVT management. A Delphi consensus approach was used to gather expert opinion regarding attitudes towards the treatment of acute proximal DVT and management of specific cases. Strength of preference for various treatment strategies across a number of case scenarios was quantified. Univariate and multivariate analyses were performed to quantify the influence of various factors on treatment modality selected. Respondents strongly agreed that DVT was a significant health problem and that further research was a priority. A multidisciplinary team approach with access to various treatment strategies was encouraged. Pregnancy and recent surgery independently predicted preference for medical treatment, whereas proximal DVT and May-Thurner syndrome were associated with interventional strategies. Acute proximal DVT is a significant health problem for which a variety of treatments are available. This study demonstrates that no consensus exists as to the optimum strategy for certain patient groups. Trends in opinion based on local experience and case-series exist, but the results of ongoing randomized trials will ultimately inform best practice.